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Workplace Holiday Parties:
Don’t Let the Beer Take Away
From the Cheer
As the winter season approaches many companies begin to
prepare for their annual holiday party. During the planning
process, it is important to be mindful of potential exposures
an employer may face when employees indulge in too
much spiked eggnog. Alcohol served at a company holiday
party may expose an employer to liability arising from sexual
harassment, bullying, aggressive behaviour, physical assault,
racial slurs and driving under the influence.
It was not long ago that an Ontario court held that Sutton
Group was liable for their secretary/receptionist seriously
injuring herself in a car crash after she drove home intoxicated
from the office Christmas party (Hunt v. Sutton Group Incentive
Realty Inc.). The court made the finding against the
company even though Hunt did not drive home
directly from the office party. Rather, she stayed
and cleaned up after everyone had left the
party and went to a pub afterwards. She
then drove herself home in a snowstorm.
Ultimately, both the pub and Sutton Group
were held equally liable for 25% of
damages awarded, notwithstanding the
chain of events.
(con’t page 2)
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With that in mind, here are a few helpful suggestions to ensure your
holiday celebration goes as smoothly as a winter sleigh ride:
4. Keep the party engaged: Scheduled activities at the party
will help entertain employees and ensure that they don’t
view alcohol consumption as the only thing to do. Games,
prizes, raffles, gift exchanges and even bowling may assist in
maintaining holiday cheer without the need for drinks.

1. Monitor your employees: While it is probably unrealistic
to ban alcohol entirely from a company holiday party
(as the days of Grinch-like Prohibition are long behind us),
it is necessary for employers to carefully monitor those
employees who refuse to step away from the bar. Do not
allow employees who have consumed too much alcohol to
continue drinking.

5. Liven up the non-alcoholic beverages: Provide fun nonalcoholic selections at the bar. Virgin pina-coladas and shirley
temples are more appealing alternatives than spring water for
employees who don’t want to end the night with a nose as
red as Rudolph.

2. Provide lots of food: When companies are trying to contain
costs associated with the holiday party, they may be better
off spending money on food rather than on an open bar.
Remember that ample food and snacks will balance out the
effects of booze so it makes sense to keep the food coming
all night long. Frequent appetizers and snacks available
throughout the night - even after a dinner - is a good idea.

Following these helpful suggestions will go a long way toward
minimizing some of the liability exposures that can arise when
alcohol is served and to ensure that your company party is a
festive success. From all of us at Williams HR Law, have a safe
and cheerful holiday season.

3. Arrange for transportation: Prior to arrival at the party, it
is best to ensure that all employees know how they will be
getting home. Planning transportation in advance is critical to
avoiding the trap of trying to make an assessment at the end
of the night as to whether an employee is “okay” to drive.
Designated drivers, taxi chits and/or shared cabs are effective
strategies.

Happy
Holidays!
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Cap or No Cap?
Terminating Clerical and Unskilled Employees
The Court of Appeal determined that Crown Metal was
emphasizing the importance of the nature of Mr. Di Tomaso’s
employment above the other traditional factors in order to justify
providing him with a shorter reasonable notice period. However,
the Supreme Court of Canada has previously stated that “no
one factor should be given disproportionate weight”. The Court
of Appeal flatly rejected Crown Metal’s argument that low
level unskilled employees deserve less notice because they have
an easier time finding alternative employment and stated the
“empirical validity of that proposition cannot simply be taken for
granted, particularly in today’s world”.

Earlier this year, the Ontario Court of Appeal upheld a ruling
that there is no longer a “cap” of 12 months’ notice for clerical
and unskilled employees, a proposition which was previously
established (in 1995) by the Court of Appeal in Cronk v.
Canadian General Insurance Co. (“Cronk”).
Since 1960, the traditional factors, which the courts have used
to assess “reasonable notice” include: age, length of service,
position, responsibility of that position, salary, economic climate
and availability of similar employment. Responsibility of position,
or rather “character of employment”, has typically been used to
justify shorter notice periods for lower-level clerical employees.
In fact, in Cronk, the Court of Appeal established a hard limit
of 12 months on the notice to which clerical and unskilled
employees were entitled.

The significance of this decision is far-reaching in that it may
signal the courts’ departure from the traditional factors. Moreover, it may mean a heftier price tag for employers terminating
lower-level employees, which is yet another reason why
employers should attempt to limit notice of termination liability
with properly drafted employment agreements.

Interestingly, the Court of Appeal seems to have now changed
its mind.

For further discussion on the implications of this decision on your
business, please contact a Williams HR Law professional who
will be happy to assist.

In this recent decision, Mr. Di Tomaso worked at Crown Metal
Packaging Canada (“Crown Metal”) as a mechanic and press
maintainer for a period of 33 years. He was 62 years old at
the time of his termination. Upon termination, Mr. Di Tomaso
was provided with 26 weeks of severance, his minimum
statutory entitlement pursuant to the Employment Standards
Act, 2000 (the “ESA”). He sued Crown Metal and sought
damages for wrongful dismissal equivalent to 24 months’ pay.
Crown Metal argued that inappropriate weight had been given
to Mr. Di Tomaso’s age and length of service, yet insufficient
weight to the character of his employment (as he was not a
manager, but rather an unskilled labourer). Crown Metal’s
position was that there was a hard limit of 12 months’ notice.
However, the judge found that Mr. Di Tomaso was entitled to 22
months of notice.

Employers should attempt to limit liability with
properly drafted employment agreements.
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Keeping Your Distance:

Maintaining the Independent Contractor Working Relationship
“contract for services” may unintentionally fall within the ambit
of the employer-employee relationship, thus evoking all of the
obligations that come with employment. This can also give rise to
significant penalties from the Canada Revenue Agency.

For businesses of all sizes, independent contractors can be a
useful resource for a company to meet its workforce needs.
They often offer significant savings for businesses as a result of
fewer legal obligations placed on the employer relative to the
traditional employment relationship.

With that in mind, here is a list of Tips and Traps that suggest
ways employers can mitigate the risk of an independent
contractor being deemed an employee of the company:

There is, however, a significant risk to employers that working
relationships with individuals intended to be based on a

TIP:

Enter into a written agreement that clearly identifies the intention to contract the individual to provide services as an
independent contractor, not an employee.

TRAP:

Avoid paying a salary or a wage to the individual; instead, request to be invoiced on a regular basis for the services
rendered.

TIP:

Ensure that the individual is able to make a profit and bears some risk for any loss.

TRAP:

Where possible, avoid providing tools or equipment directly which are the property of the company (e.g. laptop, cell
phone) to the individual. Also avoid providing them with a business card, a key, security pass or other such items.

TIP:

Ensure that the individual charges and submits Harmonized Sales Tax (HST).

TRAP:

Avoid entering into an exclusive arrangement with the individual or a contract for an indefinite term (such that they become
financially dependent on your arrangement).

TIP:

Ensure that the individual determines when and where the work is to be performed and is allowed to use substitute workers
when they are unable to perform the work themselves.

TRAP:

Don’t require the individual to comply with certain company policies (e.g. vacation policy, absenteeism or sick day policy).

TIP:

Treat the contractor as a contractor in all forms, communications and correspondences.

TRAP:

Avoid holding the individual out as an employee of the company.

working relationship, including
those identified above, can assist
in ensuring that independent
contractors stay independent and
do not subject the business to
unexpected liability and unnecessary
costs.

At times, the realities of competitive
business make it inevitable that the
boundary between a contract for
services worker and an employee
will become blurred. However, being
mindful of the many aspects that
ultimately will define the nature of the
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TTC Approves Random Drug Testing
On the other hand, drug testing using the traditional urinalysis
testing methods, is not able to measure present impairment,
only the presence of drugs in the individual’s system.

Following a recent fatal bus accident, the Toronto Transit
Commission (“TTC”) has approved random drug and alcohol
testing for select employees which, if implemented, would
make the TTC the first transit agency in the country (not operating across the United States
border) to carry out routine
drug testing.

The inability to measure present
impairment has proven critical
to the outcome in most cases on
this issue. Without the evidence
of present impairment and the
hazards that this can create
there is nothing for the employer
to weigh against the invasion
of the employee’s privacy.

In August of 2011, a TTC bus
was involved in a collision
that resulted in the death of
one passenger and another
thirteen sustaining injuries.
The driver, while not impaired
at the time, was found to
have been in possession of
a small amount of marijuana,
although he did not actually
have it on his person at the
time of the accident. The driver
was subsequently charged
with criminal negligence
causing death and possession of illegal drugs.

The Toronto Transit Commission
says that it will implement a
“saliva swab test” which will
be able to detect if someone
has used or been exposed to
marijuana, cocaine, opiates
or amphetamines. The TTC
is relying on the saliva swab
method because it is relatively
non-invasive and they argue it can satisfactorily measure
present impairment. However, in the recent past similar saliva
swab testing has been considered and deemed by the Courts
to not determine present impairment to a satisfactory degree
similar to the results achievable through alcohol breathalyzer
tests. Early indications are that the union strongly objects to this
policy and fully intends to challenge the TTC’s plans. Williams
HR Law will keep you updated on the development in this case
as they arise.

In an effort to minimize the occurrence of impairment related
incidents and to ensure public safety, the TTC plans to implement
random and routine saliva swabs and breathalyzer tests within
the next two years for employees who work in ‘safety sensitive’
positions.
As many employers are aware, alcohol and/or drug testing of
any kind must be approached with a high degree of caution.
In the view of the Ontario Human Rights Commission, drug
and alcohol testing is discriminatory and will only be permitted
where valid reasons exist to justify the need for testing. Not
surprisingly, random alcohol and especially random drug
testing is highly controversial.

TTC is relying on the
saliva swab method
because it is relatively
non-invasive and they
argue that it can
satisfactorily measure
present impairment.

Generally, random alcohol testing of employees who occupy
safety sensitive positions has been held to be permissible.
The reason is that the breathalyzer testing method is able to
measure present impairment, which means it can be used to
determine whether an employee is able to safely perform their
job at the time of testing. This enables employers to successfully
argue that testing is a bona fide occupational requirement for
safety sensitive positions.
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Placing Restrictions on Departing Employees
The most common restrictive covenant clauses are non-competition
clauses; and non-solicitation clauses.

The modern world has created a new working landscape –
one in which loyalty has become less prominent as employees
regularly seek out a ‘better’ employment opportunity around every
corner. Whether it is a long-standing employee who has worked
their way up through the ranks or a short-service employee
looking for just the right fit, it has become critical for employers to
protect their business interests in the wake of
a revolving door of incoming and outgoing
employees.

Generally speaking, non-competition clauses have become
increasingly controversial over the years. The courts, while
reluctant to interfere in contracts negotiated between
sophisticated business people, have
characterized
many
non-competition
clauses as an “unfair restraint of trade”
or an impairment on one’s ability to earn
a livelihood. In order to be valid and
enforceable,
non-competition
clauses
must be as precise, narrow and clear as
possible. This means defining the restricted
activity, geographical scope and having
temporal limits in place. The shorter the
restriction (if also defined narrowly), the
more likely it will be upheld by a court.

Twenty years ago, only a small percentage
of employees were asked to sign an
employment
agreement
before
they
commenced employment. At best, there
may have been a one-page offer letter
outlining their salary and vacation entitlement. Today, however, the reverse is true –
a large majority of employees are now
presented with employment agreements,
and/or comprehensive offer letters in
attempts to minimize the company’s exposure
when the relationship ends.

The caselaw indicates a distinct preference
towards non-solicitation clauses. Nonsolicitation clauses typically restrict a former
employee from unfairly soliciting away his
or her previous employer’s clients and/
or employees. Courts have determined
that non-competition clauses should only
be used in situations where a properly
drafted non-solicitation clause cannot
adequately protect the employer’s business
interests. Accordingly, apart from the termination clause limiting a
company’s liability, it’s the non-solicitation clause which now
seems to have taken over as the “hot clause” intended to protect
employers from departing employees.

However, even with the rise of employment
agreements, it is not uncommon for employees to shirk their legal obligations upon the
cessation of the employment relationship. A
frequent example: a departing employee
decides to set up shop down the street from
their former employer, contacting previous customers, clients and
suppliers in an effort to garner business for their new start-up at the
expense of the former employer.
An employee may feel well within his or her right to compete
against a former employer because the individual did not have
any restrictive covenant clauses in their former employment
agreement. Or maybe the non-competition restriction was so
broad and vague, that the individual has received legal advice
that the clause is void and unenforceable. It is also possible
that even where the former employee signed a strict employment agreement, the individual simply does not believe that the
company would ever come after them. Regardless of the reason,
in order to impose restrictions upon former employees from
unfairly competing, properly drafted and implemented restrictive
covenants must be in place.

Courts have determined that non-competition clauses
should only be used in situations where a properly
drafted non-solicitation clause cannot adequately
protect the employer’s business interests.
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Williams HR LAW Brings A New
Approach To Human Resources Law.
We are focused on practical, customized
legal solutions that are sustainable and in
touch with your business realities.
A Proactive Approach Defines Us:

We Are Practical:

Client-service is paramount. We are always
available to our clients to provide timely advice.
As our client you can trust that we will deliver
service that not only resolves the legal issues you
face today but anticipates where improvements
can be made to avoid legal trouble tomorrow.

An ounce of prevention is worth a ton of
litigation. We offer cost-effective legal service
that is focused on diffusing workplace issues
before they escalate. We will work with you to
bring about the best resolution possible using all
available avenues.

With Williams HR Law,
You’re In The Know:

Our Team Loves What We Do:

Knowledge is power. As a Williams HR Law
client you can expect to be kept up to date on all
the recent developments in labour relations and
employment law.

LAURA K. WILLIAMS
lwilliams@williamshrlaw.com
905-205-0496 x226

MONICA R. JEFFREY

Passion breeds success. We practice HR law
because it’s what we want to do. We enjoy
servicing our clients and delivering the results
they rely on to successfully meet business objectives.

mjeffrey@williamshrlaw.com
905-205-0496 x228

WILLIAMS HR LAW

We Listen Before We Speak:
No two clients are the same. Effective legal
service means addressing the uniqueness of your
business. We will always take the time to listen to
what your needs and priorities are. In this way,
we can provide you with a tailored solution that
hits the mark every time.

is
Legal Expertise
DINO C. NAVE

At Work.

dnave@williamshrlaw.com
905-205-0496 x224

General Areas of Practice:
•
•
•
•
•

employment contracts
workplace policies
performance management advice
employment standards compliance
workplace investigations

•
•
•
•
•

human rights
workplace safety and insurance
health and safety
privacy compliance
attendance management

•
•
•
•
•

labour relations
grievance arbitration
pre-termination advice and strategy
wrongful dismissal litigation
management/supervisor training
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